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Abstract
The XXX Gaudin model with generic integrable boundaries specified by the most
general non-diagonal K-matrices is studied by the off-diagonal Bethe ansatz method.
The eigenvalues of the associated Gaudin operators and the corresponding Bethe ansatz
equations are obtained.
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1 Introduction
The Gaudin models introduced in 1976 by M. Gaudin [1], describe completely integrable
classical and quantum long-range interacting spin chains. It has played a distinguished
role in many areas of modern physics [2, 3], such as in establishing the integrability of the
Seiberg-Witten thoery [4, 5], constructing the integral representations of the solutions to
the Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov (KZ) equation [6, 7, 8, 9] and using as a testing ground for
ideas such as the functional Bethe ansatz and general procedure of separation of variables
[10, 11, 12].
The XXX Gaudin model was studied by Sklyanin [10] and Jurcˇo [13] from the point
of view of the quantum inverse scattering method and the corresponding eigenvalues and
the eigenfunctions of the model were obtained. In 1992 Hikami used the transfer matrix
of the periodic chain to construct a variety of conserved quantities (or Gaudin operators)
for the Gaudin model [14]. Twisted rings can be cut to open chains and loops include two
reflections at the boundaries. The possibility to include such reflections in integrable theory
was founded and systematically investigated by Sklyanin [15]. In particular, Hikami [7]
constructed the the eigenvalue and eigenfunctions for the Gaudin model with special open
boundary condition which is associated with diagonal K-matrices (which are the solutions
to the reflection equations [16]). This method was then used to get the exact solution of the
related BCS model [17], the integrable XXZ Gaudin model with some restricted non-diagonal
K-mdtrices [18], and the boundary integrable Gaudin models associated with higher rank
algebras [19, 20]. On the other hand, to obtain correlation functions, we need to calculate
the scalar product of Bethe states [21]. In 2002, Zhou et al. [22], by using the relationship
between periodic Gaudin model and spin chain, constructed the determinant representation
of scalar product of Bethe state with periodic Gaudin model. Recently, the determinant
representation of scalar product of Bethe state for the XXZ Gaudin model with some special
non-diagonal boundaries were successfully constructed [23].
The relationship between Gaudin models and BCS models lies in the fact that the exact
solution of BCS model was constructed long ago by Richardson and Sherman by a procedure
close in spirit to the coordinate Bethe ansatz (BA)[24]. The knowledge of the exact eigen-
states and eigenvalues of the BCS model has been crucial to establish physically relevant
observables, in particular it was used to study small metallic grains [17, 25]; the picture was
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merged in the scenario of QISM in [26]. The integrability of the model has been proved [10]
to be deeply related to the integrability of the isotropic Gaudin magnet [1]: the BCS model
can be expressed as a certain combination of its integrals of motion, which contain Gaudin
Hamiltonians (or Gaudin operators). Connection with conformal field theory and WZNW
models in field theory have been deeply investigated [27] based on the relation between solu-
tion of KZ equations and Gaudin model found in [8, 28]. The class of pairing Hamiltonians
was generalized by investigating the quasi-classical expansion of the disordered twisted six
vertex model R-matrix. Many properties of metallic grains in a normal state can be described
by the orthodox model [29, 30].
It has been well known for many years that there exists a quite usual class of integrable
models [31, 32, 33, 34, 35], which do not possess U(1)-symmetry and thus make the conven-
tional Bethe ansatz methods [15, 32, 33, 36, 37, 38] almost inapplicable. Recently, a system-
atic method, namely, the off-diagonal Bethe ansatz (ODBA) method [39] was proposed to
approach the exact solutions of generic integrable models either with or without U(1) sym-
metry. Several long-standing models were then solved [39, 40, 41, 42] by the ODBA method.
Some other interesting methods for approaching such kind of problems are the q-Onsager
algebra method [43] and the Sklyanin’s separation of variables (SOV) method [44] which has
been recently applied to some integrable models related to su(2) algebra [45, 46, 47, 48].
In this paper we shall study the XXX Gaudin model with the most general non-diagonal
integrable boundary condition which corresponds to arbitrary unparallel boundary fields
via the ODBA method. The paper is organized as follows. The next section serves as an
introduction of some basic ingredients of the transfer matrix of the inhomogeneous spin-1
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open XXX chain and the associated Gaudin type model. In Section 3 the XXX Gaudin
operators associated with the most general non-diagonal integrable boundary condition are
constructed. After a briefly reviewing the ODBA method with our parameterization, we
obtain the eigenvalues of the resulting Gaudin operators and the corresponding Bethe ansatz
equations (BAEs) in Section 4. We summarize our results and give some discussions in
Section 5.
3
2 Inhomogeneous open XXX chain
The rational six-vertex model R-matrix R(u) ∈ End(V ⊗V) is given by
R(u) =


u+ η
u η
η u
u+ η

 , (2.1)
with u being the spectral parameter and η being the crossing parameter. The R-matrix
satisfies the quantum Yang-Baxter equation (QYBE)
R12(u1 − u2)R13(u1 − u3)R23(u2 − u3) = R23(u2 − u3)R13(u1 − u3)R12(u1 − u2), (2.2)
and the properties,
Initial condition : R12(0) = ηP12, (2.3)
Unitarity relation : R12(u)R21(−u) = −ξ(u) id, ξ(u) = (u+ η)(u− η), (2.4)
Crossing relation : R12(u) = V1R
t2
12(−u − η)V1, V = −iσ
y, (2.5)
Quasi-classical property : R(u)|η→0 = u× id, (2.6)
Antisymmetry : R12(−η) = −η(1− P ) = −2ηP
(−). (2.7)
Here R21(u) = P12R12(u)P12 with P12 being the usual permutation operator and the super-
script ti denotes transposition in the i-th space. Here and below we adopt the standard
notations: for any matrix A ∈ End(V), Aj is an embedding operator in the tensor space
V ⊗V ⊗ · · ·, which acts as A on the j-th space and as identity on the other factor spaces;
Rij(u) is an embedding operator of R-matrix in the tensor space, which acts as identity on
the factor spaces except for the i-th and j-th ones.
Let us introduce two “row-to-row” monodromy matrices T (u) and Tˆ (u), which are 2× 2
matrix with elements being operators acting on V⊗N ,
T0(u) = R0N (u− θN )R0N−1(u− θN−1) · · ·R01(u− θ1), (2.8)
Tˆ0(u) = R01(u+ θ1)R02(u+ θ2) · · ·R0N (u+ θN ). (2.9)
Integrable open chain can be constructed as follows [15]. Let us introduce a pair of K-
matrices K−(u) and K+(u). The former satisfies the reflection equation (RE)
R12(u1 − u2)K
−
1 (u1)R21(u1 + u2)K
−
2 (u2)
= K−2 (u2)R12(u1 + u2)K
−
1 (u1)R21(u1 − u2), (2.10)
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and the latter satisfies the dual RE
R12(u2 − u1)K
+
1 (u1)R21(−u1 − u2 − 2)K
+
2 (u2)
= K+2 (u2)R12(−u1 − u2 − 2)K
+
1 (u1)R21(u2 − u1). (2.11)
For open spin-chains, other than the standard “row-to-row” monodromy matrix T (u) (2.8),
one needs to consider the double-row monodromy matrix T(u)
T(u) = T (u)K−(u)Tˆ (u). (2.12)
Then the double-row transfer matrix of the XXX chain with open boundary is given by
τ(u) = tr(K+(u)T(u)). (2.13)
With the help of QYBE (2.2) and (dual) REs (2.10) and (2.11), one can prove [15] that the
transfer matrices with different spectral parameters commute with each other:
[τ(µ), τ(ν)] = 0. (2.14)
Then τ(u) is the generating function of the conserved quantities of the corresponding system,
which ensures the integrability of the open XXX chain.
3 XXX Gaudin model with generic boundaries
In this paper, we consider the most general K-matrix which is most general solution to the
RE (2.10) [49]
K−(u) = ξ + u~h1 · ~σ, ~h
2
1 = 1, (3.1)
where ~σ = (σx, σy, σz) and σα are the Pauli matrices, and ~h1 is a normalized three-dimensional
vector which are related to one boundary field. At the same time we consider the most general
dual K-matrix K+(u)
K+(u) = ξ¯ + (u+ η)~h2 · ~σ, ~h
2
2 = 1. (3.2)
We remark that the transfer matrix (2.13) indeed does depend six free boundary parameters,
i.e, ξ, ~h1, ξ¯ and ~h2 due to the fact we have normalized the two three-dimensional vectors ~hi
to unity.
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Following [10, 14, 18], one can construct the associated Gaudin operators by expanding
the transfer matrix τ(θj) around small η. In order that the resulting Gaudin operators form
a commuting family, which ensures the integrability of the corresponding Gaudin model [1],
one need to give some constraints of the η-dependence of the boundary parameters. Without
losing the generality, one can assume that the boundary parameters ξ and ~h1 do not depend
on the crossing parameter η but ξ¯ and ~h2 do. Let us expand ξ¯ and ~h2 with respect to η as
follows 1:
~h2(η) = ~h1 + ~h
(1)
2 η +
~h
(2)
2
2!
η2 + o(η3), (3.3)
ξ¯(η) = −ξ + ξ(1)η + o(η2). (3.4)
Moreover, the normalized condition (3.2) of the vector ~h2 implies that
~h1 · ~h
(1)
2 = 0,
~h1 · ~h
(2)
2 = −
~h
(1)
2 ·
~h
(1)
2 , (3.5)
which means that the vector ~h
(1)
2 (or
~h
(2)
2 ) has only two degrees of freedom. The above
expansion leads to the following identity
lim
η→0
{K+(u)K−(u)} = lim
η→0
{K+(u)}K−(u) = f(u)× id. (3.6)
The corresponding XXX Gaudin operators can be obtained by expanding the double-row
transfer matrix τ(u) at the point u = θj around η = 0:
τ(θj) = η(τ(θj)
(0) + ηHj + . . .). (3.7)
Direct calculation shows that the coefficient of the leading term in the above expansion is
τ(θj)
(0) = lim
η→0
tr
{
N∏
i=1,i 6=j
(θj − θi)
N∏
i=1
(θj + θi)K
+
0 (θj)P0jK
−
0 (θj)
}
=
N∏
i=1,i 6=j
(θj − θi)
N∏
i=1
(θj + θi)× lim
η→0
{K+j (θj)K
−
j (θj)}
(3.6)
=
N∏
i=1,i 6=j
(θj − θi)
N∏
i=1
(θj + θi) (θ
2
j − ξ
2)× id. (3.8)
1There also exists another choice of the expansions ~h2 = −~h1+~h
(1)
2 η+
~h
(2)
2
2! η
2+o(η3) and ξ¯ = ξ+ξ(1)η+o(η2)
such that the identity (3.6) is fulfilled. One can deal with the case by the similar method as that in the
following part of this paper.
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Then the XXX Gaudin operators {Hj|j = 1, · · · , N} with generic open boundaries specified
by the boundary K-matrices in (3.1) and (3.2) defined by (3.7) are given by
Hj =
∂(τ(θj)/η)
∂η
∣∣∣∣
η=0
=
N∏
i=1,i 6=j
(θj − θi)
N∏
i=1
(θj + θi)
[
ξξ(1) + θj −
ξ2
θj
+ iθ2j (
~h1 ×~h
(1)
2 ) · ~σj
+θj(ξ
(1)~h1 + ξ~h
(1)
2 ) · ~σj +
N∑
k=1,k 6=j
θ2j − ξ
2
2(θj − θk)
(σxj σ
x
k + σ
y
jσ
y
k + σ
z
jσ
z
k + id)
+
N∑
k=1,k 6=j
(ξ + θj~h1 · ~σj)
2(θj + θk)
(σxj σ
x
k + σ
y
j σ
y
k + σ
z
jσ
z
k + id)(−ξ + θj
~h1 · ~σj)
]
. (3.9)
In the above derivation, we have used the following relations
K−j (θj)
∂(K+j (θj))
∂η
|η=0 = (ξ + θj~h1 · ~σj)(ξ
(1) + (~h1 + θj~h
(1)
2 ) · ~σj), (3.10)
(~a · ~σ)(~b · ~σ) = ~a ·~b+ i~σ · (~a×~b), (3.11)
where ~a×~b denotes the cross product of two three-dimensional vectors. It follows from the
explicit expressions of the Gaudin operators {Hj} given by (3.9) that in addition to the
inhomogeneous parameters {θj}, these operators indeed depend on the six free parameters
{ξ, ξ(1),~h1,~h
(1)
2 }. The parameters {ξ
(1),~h
(1)
2 } are given by (3.3) and (3.4).
The fact that the leading term of (3.7) is proportion to the identity operator (see (3.8))
and the commutativity of the transfer matrices (2.13) with different spectrum parameters
for a generic η implies
[Hi, Hj] = 0, i, j = 1, 2, · · · , N. (3.12)
Thus the Gaudin model defined by (3.9) is integrable. The main aim of this paper is to find
the eigenvalues of the Gaudin operators and the corresponding BAEs.
4 Eigenvalues and the Bethe ansatz equations
The fact that the Gaudin operators {Hj} (3.9) can be expressed in terms of the transfer
matrix of the inhomogeneous spin-1
2
XXX open chain enables us to extract eigenvalues of
the Gaudin operators and the associated Bethe ansatz equations from those of the XXX
open chain.
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4.1 Off-diagonal Bethe ansatz solution of the XXX open chain
Thanks to the works [39], the transfer matrix (2.13) of the open XXX chain with generic
open boundaries specified by the boundary K-matrices in (3.1) and (3.2) can be exactly
diagonalized by off-diagonal Bethe ansatz method as follows. Let Λ(u) be an eigenvalue of
the transfer matrix τ(u) given by (2.13). Following the same procedure as in [39], we can
show that Λ(u) satisfies the following functional relations
Λ(θj)Λ(θj − η) =
4(θj + η)(θj − η)(ξ
2 − θ2j )(θ
2
j − ξ¯
2)
(2θj − η)(2θj + η)
×
N∏
i=1
(θj + θi + η)(θj − θi + η)
N∏
i=1
(θj + θi − η)(θj − θi − η),
j = 1, . . . , N, (4.1)
and the following properties
Crossing symmetry : Λ(−u− η) = Λ(u), (4.2)
Initial condition : Λ(0) = 2ξ ξ¯
N∏
j=1
(η − θj)(η + θj) = Λ(−η), (4.3)
Asymptotic behavior : Λ(u) = 2~h1 · ~h2u
2N+2 + . . . , foru→∞, (4.4)
Analyticity : Λ(u), as a function of u, is a polynomial of degree 2N + 2. (4.5)
The above conditions (4.1)-(4.5) completely determine the eigenvalue Λ(u), which allows
one to construct the off-diagonal Bethe ansatz solution of the XXX open chain. Namely,
Λ(u) can be given in terms of certain inhomogeneous T − Q relation [39]. Moreover, it is
known that the T − Q relation can be written in many different types which corresponds
to the different parameterizations of the solutions of (4.1)-(4.5), and each of them gives the
complete set of eigenvalues of the transfer matrix. Here we present a simple T −Q relation
for Λ(u), which corresponds to the M = 0 type in [39], namely we can construct the solution
of (4.1)-(4.5) by the following ansatz
Λ(u) = a¯(u)
Q(u− η)
Q(u)
+ d¯(u)
Q(u+ η)
Q(u)
+ c u(u+ η)
F (u)
Q(u)
, (4.6)
with the function Q(u) is parameterized by N parameters {λj|j = 1, . . . , N}
Q(u) =
N∏
j=1
(u− λj)(u+ λj + η) = Q(−u− η),
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and the functions a¯(u), d¯(u), F (u) and the constant c are given by respectively
a¯(u) =
2u+ 2η
2u+ η
(u+ ξ)(u+ ξ¯)
N∏
j=1
(u+ θj + η)(u− θj + η), (4.7)
d¯(u) =
2u
2u+ η
(u− ξ + η)((u+ η)− ξ¯)
N∏
j=1
(u+ θj)(u− θj)
= a¯(−u− η), (4.8)
F (u) =
N∏
j=1
(u+ θj)(u− θj)(u+ θj + η)(u− θj + η), (4.9)
c = 2(~h1 · ~h2 − 1). (4.10)
The analyticity of Λ(u) requires the apparent simple poles u = λj, j = 1 . . . , N are not real
poles, or the residues at these points must vanish, which lead to the following BAEs
a¯(λj)Q(λj − η) + d¯(λj)Q(λj + η) + c λj(λj + η)F (λj) = 0, j = 1, . . . , N. (4.11)
It is easy to check that the T −Q relation (4.6) does satisfies the relations (4.1)-(4.5) if the
N parameters {λj|j = 1 . . . , N} satisfy the BAEs (4.11).
4.2 Eigenvalues of the Gaudin operators
The relation (3.7) implies that the Gaudin operators {Hj} given by (3.9) can be expressed
in terms of the expansion of transfer matrix of the inhomogeneous spin-1
2
XXX open chain
around small η and that one can extract eigenvalues of the Gaudin operators and the asso-
ciated Bethe ansatz equations from those of the XXX open chain.
For this purpose, let us evaluate the function (4.6) at points θj for small η
Λ(θj) =
2θj + 2η
2θj + η
(θj + ξ)(θj + ξ¯)
N∏
i=1
(θj + θi + η)(θj − θi + η)
×
∏N
i=1(θj − λi − η)(θj + λi)∏N
i=1(θj − λi)(θj + λi + η)
= η
{
(2θj + 2η)(θj + ξ)(θj + ξ¯)
N∏
i 6=j
(θj + θi + η)(θj − θi + η)
×
∏N
i=1(θj − λi − η)(θj + λi)∏N
i=1(θj − λi)(θj + λi + η)
+ η Ej + . . .
}
, j = 1, · · · , N. (4.12)
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With the help of the relation (3.7) and the above expansion, the eigenvalue Ej of the Gaudin
operators Hj are then given by
Ej = (θ
2
j − ξ
2)(2θj)
N∏
i=1,i 6=j
(θj + θi)(θj − θi)
[
ξ(1)
θj − ξ
+
N∑
i=1,i 6=j
(
1
θj + θi
+
1
θj − θi
)
+
1
θj
+
N∑
i=1
(
−1
θj − λi
+
−1
θj + λi
)
]
, (4.13)
where the parameter ξ(1) is given by (3.4) and the N parameters {λj|j = 1, . . . , N} need to
satisfy the associated BAEs:
1− ξ(1)
λj − ξ
+
1− ξ(1)
λj + ξ
−
N∑
i=1
(
1
λj + θi
+
1
λj − θi
) +
N∑
i=1,i 6=j
(
2
λj − λi
+
2
λj + λi
)
=
~h
(1)
2 ·
~h
(1)
2 λj
2(λ2j − ξ
2)
∏N
l=1(λj + θl)(λj − θl)∏N
i=1,i 6=j(λj − λi)(λj + λi)
, j = 1, · · · , N. (4.14)
In the derivation of the above BAEs, we have used the relation (3.5).
Some remarks are in order. In addition to the inhomogeneous parameters {θj} , the
associated Gaudin operators {Hj} given by (3.9), depend on the following six free parameters
{ξ, ξ(1),~h1,~h
(1)
2 }. These six parameters all enter the associated BAEs (4.14). When two
vectors are parallel to each other, i.e. ~h2 = ~h1, the resulting Gaudin operators and their
eigenvalues and the associated BAEs recover those [14] obtained by algebraic Bethe ansatz
method.
5 Conclusions
In this paper we have studied the XXX Gaudin model with the generic open boundaries speci-
fied by the most generalK-matrices (3.1) and (3.2) respectively. The associated Gaudin oper-
ators are given by (3.9). Besides the inhomogeneous parameters {θj}, these Gaudin operators
have six free parameters {ξ, ξ(1),~h1,~h
(1)
2 }, which lead to six-parameter {ξ, ξ
(1),~h1,~h
(1)
2 } gen-
eralizations of those in [17, 22] and five-parameter {ξ(1),~h1,~h
(1)
2 } (the case of non-vanishing
~h
(1)
2 ) generalizations of those in [7, 50, 18, 23]. The eigenvalues of the operators are given
by (4.13) with help of the off-diagonal Bethe ansatz method. The corresponding BAEs are
given by (4.14).
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